
Garage
Recommendations

Garage Wall Storage Organizer

These wall racks are amazing, prevent trip hazards and cluttered
corners and also hold bigger items like folding chairs and bikes! I

love them. 

Wallmaster Bike Rack

Speaking of bikes, if you have several, give these a shot. Keep bikes
out of the way and not tipping over. 

PLKOW Sports Equipment Storage

If you have kids, you have sports gear. I love this cart for all the sports stuff,
and with wheels, you can easily move it around.

Power Tool Wall Organizer

The hubs has loads of tools, but he has a shop. I love these for
battery powered tools and easy accessibility. No more searching for

charged batteries! 
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Overhead Garage Storage Racks

If you have a lot of stuff to store, you cannot live without these, and
you can get several in the average garage. Very important to ensure
they are screwed to a stud! Theses are great for bins or boxes you
are storing long term, not actively using, and they hold a ton of

stuff. They leave the very valuable floor space wide open! The also
come in several sizes and colors

Rhino Combo Universal Wall Hanging Kit

These can get a little pricey, but the up high wall space has NO use,
that’s why these are just perfect there. Hang bikes, coats, or sports

gear below. Best use of garage space ever!

Steel Garage Hooks

Just ask my hubs, I buy these by the case. They work for SO many things. 

Extension Cord Organizers

We have lot of cords; these make them manageable.Cords, hoses,
ropes, etc. 

Ceiling Mount Ladder Rack

Ceiling mount ladder rack, keeps the safe and out of the way until you need
them. 
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Wall Mount Cleaning Station

Car wash station. I have a black car, what a nightmare and special
way to wash it. I love this because it has all my car supplies in one

small spot. 

Utility Shelving Cabinet

I love these utility cabinets for storing small things and like items
together. Makes them easy to find, and just keeps things tidy. They

are a lifesaver and you can add extra shelves as needed. You can
also store bins or bulky items on top. Some of them have a hang

option on one or both sides for off season clothes. 

Clothing Rack with Clear Cover

Most of you know, I live in an 1131 square foot house, on purpose! A 5 x 5 main
closest that I share with my husband isn’t cutting it. I have this in my garage,

with the clear cover. I zip tied some plastic bins to the bottom for shoes, and two
times a year, I rotate my clothes. So easy, and I can see what I have in season.

We all have those things we aren’t ready to part with…yet. Bridesmaid dresses,
an old suit or letterman’s jacket. This is a great “hall closet” for that stuff so the

hall closet in your home can actually accommodate guests coats! 
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Anti Tip Brackets

These prevent shelves or cabinets from falling over and injuring people. They
connect and disconnect quickly and easily.
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Metal Shelving

These shelves are adjustable for item heights. Use with wheels or
without, ad these are often narrow enough to go beside the garage

door to the side wall! Often that space goes unused.

Larger Metal Shelving

These are bigger and I often configure them to hold storage bins,
and they work great. I love that you can roll them easily. 
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